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SUPERFUTURE LAUNCHING LOS ANGELES SUPERGUIDE

urban city guide for creative travelers launches november 2011

superfuture has just released its tenth city superguide edition, a highly filtered urban travel guide to 
everyones favorite west coast capital - LoS ANGELES. the thirty two page downloadable PDF explores 
the metamorphosing metropolis of LA using a mix of urban cartography and short, sharp listings. 
the superguide series was originally created for globally minded fashion and design related  
professionals, who need to stay informed on the freshest places around the planet. customized to  
meet the ever changing needs of this dynamic group, each guide offers expert advice by providing a 
tightly edited selection of establishments to stay, shop, eat, drink and party the night away.

the los angeles superguide navigates global shopaholics step by step through the sprawling oasis of LA 
with surgical precision. the guide begins with an overview of LoS ANGELES and is then further  
dissected into seven detailed and customized neighborhood area maps. each area map comes with 
useful information, including notes on how and when to tip, sale times, and even an essential how-to for 
valet parking. accommodation is made easy with a direct link to the tablethotels.com booking engine. 
for those short on time, daily itineraries have been compiled by superfuture’s LA editor with suggestions 
according to various interests, whether it be art or architecture, history, or sneakers.

superfuture has published superguides for tokyo, new york, paris, sydney, shanghai, london, 
berlin, hong kong and beijing. upcoming superguide releases will include and san francisco and 
sao paulo in 2012.

a downloadable PDF of the los angeles superguide is now available on superfuture.com for 
$US 20

about superfuture
since 1999, superfuture.com has been the planets most comprehensive online urban city guide. a 
combination of over 8000 listings and sharp cartography in 280 cities makes superfuture the first stop 
for precision shopping recconnaissance missions. now re-launched in its 5.0 version, superfuture has 
been completely re-engineered. the superfuture supertalk community has around 50000 members, 
and every month superfuture is viewed by over 200000 dedicated followers worldwide. 
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